A NOTE ON THE VOCATIVE IN HERODOTUS AND IN HOMER
The works dealing with Greek syntax in general state that the omission of Z with the vocative in Greek prose is either late or passionate.' Professor John A. Scott has shown by his statistics of the vocative in Herodotus that the statement that the omission of Z with the vocative is late is not justified by the facts. He holds that the omission of Z instead of indicating excitemient, as former writers have maintained, shows respect and reserve.
By a study of the vocatives in Herodotus made in ignorance of Professor Scott's work on the vocative I was led to the conclusion that the omission of 1 in this writer signifies familiarity or condescension on the part of the speaker. I would call attention to the following points. A very large proportion of proper names in Herodotus which are found without Z in the vocative is addressed by an oriental king to his subordinates. The interjection never appears in such an address. The subordinates, however, in the great majority of cases, address their lord as Z flao-&X. There are, I find, but six cases of the simple 3ao-tX6. Of these the first is in an emotional sentence: flao-Xc, KOZOV e4e0y4ao f'ros (v. 106); the others indicate familiarity or a sense of equality in social rank, as in the case of the exiled king of Sparta, Demaratus (vi. 102, 104); Queen Artemisia (viii. 102), Mardonius (viii. 100, this also emotional), Masistes, the king's brother (ix. 111). Croesus, so long as he is king, is addressed ( KpoZ-re (i. 32, bis); after his downfall always KpotZoe (i. 87, 90 bis, 155).
With the vocative of avae, w is, I believe, always used. With Sc'7rora I find more cases where it is used than of the omission. But in this case the word itself implies such obsequiousness on the part of the user that the dropping of the formal Z expresses only a familiar relation of a slave or an inferior to a great lord. This inscription, of which the corrected text is repeated here for the convenience of the reader, has already endured several vicissitudes of reading and interpretation. The reading is settled, but the interpretation
